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intriguing ability of these Machiavellian veterans of countless smoke fill® 
5<; rooms.. there is : doubt тс th"! it will be accepted by the conven* 
tion. X am awaiting word from Kyle at any • t of our success»”

"But what .is ‘^he solution?’5 asked • .. Carnell»
“Basically, the plan is this,” said Korshak» "Since neofans are in 
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propose to deal with them as such. As soon as a new fan writes to a fan« 
zine he will be visited by г passe of Old Fans and branded on the forehead 
with a code number. This code number will indicate the neofan’s geography 
ical location, age group, sex* interests -- bheer, sports cars, women, 
Jazz, men- photography, guns, hi-fi. stamps, science fiction, etc. ~~ and 
intended spa. (ThoreJ11 be much loss trouble with people jumping on and 
off waiting lists if it means another session with the branding iron,) He 
would have to ”se t’nis code number in all his fanac instead of his real 
name*”

’5 T h a t see m s p r e 11 у d r a s t1 c , ” s a i о В i 11 T e m p 1 e»
’’Perhaps,” said Korshak, "but think of the advantages® Net only 

would it put a stop to all these hoaxes, but it would make things easier 
for everyone in the ordinary course of fanacu i-ay you get a letter from 
TE2BJF: you know right away that this is a Texas teenager likes Jazz 
and Sheer» You can answer him without bothering to vork out which one it 
is, if indeed there is more than one. Fandom would at once be reduced to 
manageable proportions. Relieved from worry, the ordinary BNFS as well as 
our agents, would be able to indulge once more in carefree easy fanac. 
Finally, think of the money Convention Committees would save in identity 
badges I”

"Is not this branding idea rather cruel?" quavered gentle old George 
Charters«.

“Nonsense.” rejoined Korshak. ’’Everyone knows neofan have no feel* 
Ings. Look at the way they behave to one another. Personally, I’d much 
rather be branded quickly and neatly than be forced to drink a bottle of 
haircream. Besides, brutal initiation rites fps natural to teenagers^ 
and they’ll be able to look forward to the Ceremony of Recognition which 
will be a marvellous incentive for their fanace It will be like this. A 
BNF will begin to notice that some letters and fanzines from TE2BJF are 
subtly different from others. He compares notes with other BNFs in due 
course» There is no doubt about it, signs of originality are appearing. 
Eventually the lordly ones are unanimous**- one of the TE2BJF class is 
ready. A group of local BNFs seek him out and break the good news» In a 
simple but touching ceremony ths nee fan, breathless with joy, kneels to 
receive the accolade from the symbolic gold mimeo crank and be invested 
with the beanie of True Individual -arrem. Then he is borne away amid 
scenes of wild rejoicing to have his i removed by plastic surgery by 
Doc Barrett. Henceforth. he is no longer merely a member of the Class 
TE2BJF, but may proudly use his own name. News of the Awai‘d is

Korshak broke off at the sound or running feet in ths corridor» Dave 
Kyle burst into the room and stood panting for breath.

”Ah, Dave,” beamed Korshak, peering shortsightedly, ^did the Convene 
tion accept our idea all right?”

“Yes,” gasped Kyle, “but some neofan got up and pointed out how hard 
it was for them to tell one of us old BNFs from another °®”

"Bolt the Door?” screamed Eshbach, quick to see the danger.
“No use,” groaned Kyle. "They’ve got Harmon with them»” The sound 

of trampling feet was heard in the corridor.
“They've stolen E.E. Evans9 cigar,” groaned Kyle.
Korshak was white. "You mean •°"”
"Yes!" screamed Kyle» "They’ve .lit it!*


